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Extraordinary Art | Extraordinary Homes
An Extraordinary Collaboration

Warren Lewis Sotheby’s International Realty, an independent brokerage for its 25-plus years of
existence, has built a reputation for servicing each one of its clients needs with honesty, integrity
and an immense knowledge of the unique borough’s ever-evolving market.

Willard Leroy Metcalf
A Seaside Pasture, 1910
66 by 73.7 cm.; 26 by 29 in
Auction New York 16 April 2014
Estimate 100,000-150,000 USD

An imperial Ottoman silver-gilt and
nielloed penbox (divit) bearing the
tughra of Mehmed IV (r.1648-87)
Turkey, second half 17th century.
Auction London April 9 2014
Estimate 100,000-150,000 GBP

We invite you to explore our real estate listings at warrenlewis.com
and view the worldwide auction schedule at sothebys.com.
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18 Karat Gold, Coloured Diamond,
Onyx and Emerald Tiger BangleBracelet, Cartier
Auction New York April 29 2014
Estimate 600,000-150,000 USD

Trying to have a baby?
WE CAN
HELP!

Our mission is to help patients become parents.
GENESIS Fertility & Reproductive Medicine is a nationally recognized
center of excellence for the treatment of infertility, long-recognized
for our comprehensive fertility services, culturally-sensitive approach
to patient care and excellent success rates. The countless notes from
patients that decorate our halls are testimony to the quality of the
GENESIS program.

Park Slope
Reader Special
Mention this ad for a
FREE 15 minute Consultation
*Limited availability/restrictions apply*

Building Families Over 25 Years!
808 8th Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11215
447 Atlantic Avenue • Brooklyn, NY 11217

www.genesisfertility.com

GENESIS

®

Fertility & Reproductive Medicine

Where Life Begins

®

718.283.8600

Most major insurances accepted • Donor egg program available
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SPRING & SUMMER

MULTI-ARTS

DAY
CAMPS
DIFFERENT PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE FOR PRE K,
K-1 & GRADE SCHOOLERS
-- ASK ABOUT OUR -Junior Leaders Program (7th-9th graders) and our
Teen Arts Internship Program (10th-12th graders)

Spring Break : April 14-18, 2014

Summer : July 7 - August 29, 2014

Youth Camp Ages 7-12

PreK-K1 Ages 3-6 | Youth Camp Ages 7-12

EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 24

EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE: APRIL 28

Spring Green Camp CAMP GOWANEE
SMALL CLASSES ¥ MASTER TEACHERS ¥ COOL STUDIOS ¥ MEGA-FUN!
Please visit our website to register online, or call for further registration information.

718.408.3234 ¥ spoke@spokethehub.org ¥ www.spokethehub.org
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mother's day, birthdays, teacher's gifts, weddings, anniversaries

diana kane
sterling silver locket

xirena soft bra and undies

baggu canvas bag

calaxini nubuck sandals
kai roll on perfume

Looking for the perfect gift?
You know we have it.
Spring collections from
Hartford, Majestic, Velvet, American Colors, Prairie Underground,
Matta, Diana Kane, Aki Kano, Xirena, Woo
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April 1– June 13, 2014
UNIT*
$25 REBATE PER

on Duette® Honeycomb Shades

UNIT*
$50 REBATE PER

on Pirouette® Window Shadings
and Silhouette® Window Shadings

UNIT*
$100 REBATE PER

on Luminette® Privacy Sheers
and Skyline® Gliding Window Panels
and Duette Vertiglide® Honeycomb Shades

Pirouette Window Shadings

Light that inspires.
Experience the brilliance of Hunter Douglas. Pirouette Window Shadings
diffuse and disperse the sun’s rays, filling your rooms with pleasing, natural light.
Save now with valuable rebates. Ask for details.

The Art of
Window Dressing
ideas booklet

with this ad

L.W.P. Home Products
TM

5401 3rd Ave
Brooklyn NY
M-F: 8:30 AM TO 6:00 PM
Saturday 9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
SUNDAY CLOSED
718-492-7774
www.lwphomepro.com
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Follow Us At Facebook or Twitter
* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for purchases made 4/1/14 – 6/13/14 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. Offer excludes Nantucket™ Window Shadings, a collection of Silhouette Window Shadings. Rebate offers may not be

We’ve expanded!
Come by and check out the
new space Monday–Friday,
9AM–7PM. Mention this ad
for a free drop-in!

The space you need
to be productive,
collaborate, and
grow your business.
BrooklynWorks at 159
oﬀers small- to medium-sized
businesses, non-proﬁts,
freelancers, artists, and
start-ups of all kinds the
space and service needed
to be productive, collaborate,
and grow.

718.965.0159 |

159 20th St. #1B |

Features:
24/7/365 access for members
Unlimited internet, coﬀee & tea
Print/scan/fax/ship services
Mail/package reception
Staﬀ on hand to receive clients
Month-to-month memberships
Fully equipped meeting rooms

BrooklynWorks159.com |

info@BrooklynWorks159.com
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ORGANIC PRODUCE
BAKED GOODS

PREPARED FOODS

DESSERTS

MANHATTAN
240 EAST HOUSTON STREET
AT AVENUE A

MEAT & POULTRY

SPECIALTY GROCERIES

COBBLE HILL, BROOKLYN
288 COURT STREET
BET. DEGRAW & DOUGLASS ST.

718.230.5152

UM_PSR_Spring14_ad_interior.indd 1

FRESH SEAFOOD

FLOWERS

CHARCUTERIE

TELEPHONE ORDERS

PARK SLOPE, BROOKLYN
754-756 UNION STREET
AT SIXTH AVENUE

CHEESE & DAIRY

DELIVERY

CATERING

PARK SLOPE, BROOKLYN
402-404 SEVENTH AVENUE
BET. 12TH & 13TH ST.

WWW.UNIONMARKET.COM
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**PARK SLOPE TEAM OF THE YEAR**

THE NEINAST TEAM

Brownstone Brooklyn's Townhouse, Co-op, Condo and
New Development Specialists

THE NEINAST TEAM ADVANTAGE

* 45 Years of combined real estate experience *
* Sold over 110 Townhouses, 80 Condos and 135 Co-ops *

Our promise to you:

-Accurate property evaluations and pricing strategies
-Immediate exposure to over 4 million visitors each month on corcoran.com
-Customized and high profile property advertising and marketing
-Professionally hosted open houses and showings
-Skilled negotiations to ensure the TOP dollar for your home

For more information or a complimentary property evaluation, please contact:

Kristin M. Neinast

Office: 718.832.4189
Cell: 917.309.4246
kneinast@corcoran.com

Patricia A. Neinast

Office: 718.832.4146
Cell: 347.564.6241
pan@corcoran.com
2013 Corcoran GOLD Council
Member of NRT's top teams
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Kelly A. Neinast

Office: 718.832.4169
Cell: 646.345.3431
kkn@corcoran.com

ANDREA VASZKO

SPRING 2014 | IN THIS ISSUE
18 | A Few of Our Favorite Things
BREAKING FREE OF CABIN FEVER
by Florence Wang
Check out our picks for our favorite spring activities in
Park Slope.

22 | 36 Hours in Park Slope
GAME NIGHTS, HISTORIC SITES,
AND TASTY DELIGHTS
by Robert Balkovich
No wheels? Too broke to travel? Too lazy to leave the
‘hood? We’ve got a staycation planned for you!

28 | Dispatches From Babyville
DODGING DARK
by Nicole Caccavo Kear
Nicole Kear will be releasing her debut memoir this
summer...but first she’s got a secret to share.

32 | Hypocrite’s Almanac
A BIG BURNING SECRET
by Melanie Hoopes

Sometimes marital infedility isn’t so black and white.
Our own cynical life coach ads some shades of grey to a
reader’s plight. Her advice may surprise you!

36 | Eat Local
A CULINARY MELTING POT

52 | Reader Interview
LINDSEY J. PALMER

40 | Spring Cleaning
DETOX WITH KICHADI

58 | Reporting from a Bar in Brooklyn
THE STORYTELLER OF
SHIMOKITA, PT 2

by Sarah Telzak
Talde, Pork Slope, and Thistle Hill Tavern: what do they
all have in common? The owners of Park Slope’s own
mini restaurant dynasty discuss fusion, culture, and
ethnic identity.

by Veronica Carnero
Try this Ayurvedic recipe to rejuvinate and jumpstart
your health for the spring.

42 | Summer Camp Guide
FUN IN THE SUN
by Melissa Kravitz
We highlight some of the most exciting and unique
summer camp programs for kids of all ages.

48 | Bending Toward Brooklyn
YOGA & KIDS

by Joan Arnold
Winter weather can do a number on our bodies. In this
issue, our resident yoga expert discusses lower back
health and how yoga can help.

by Nancy Lippincott
Local writer Lindsey J. Palmer sits down to discuss the
magazine industry, her major career switch, and the
release of her debut novel Pretty in Ink.

by Vicente Revilla
Part two of the saga continues here in Park Slope, as
two detectives work to solve the murder of a speleogist.
Do you recognize any of the players?

Park Slope
Living
brewed
fresh
each
issue
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vicente

Back to the Land
Natural Foods
142 7th Ave.

melissa

joan
sarah

Beacon’s Closet
92 5th Ave.
Barnes & Noble
267 7th Ave.

veronica

Brooklyn
Boulders
575 Degraw St.
Chocolate Room
86 5th Ave.

robert

Colson Patisserie
374 9th St.
Diana Kane
Boutique
229-B 5th Ave.
Fermented Grapes
651 Vanderbilt Ave.

melanie
JOAN ARNOLD has been a movement educator
for over 30 years, teaching dance, exercise, yoga
and the Alexander Technique. She has a private
practice in NYC and has written on mind/body
subjects for national magazines. Director of
the Ancram Opera House in New York’s Hudson
Valley, Joan helps people of all ages and abilities
solve back problems, relieve chronic pain and
enhance performance. www.joanarnold.com
(ON THE COVER) ARIEL KANE is an awardwinning photographer who has a passion for
taking images that catch her eye. She works (and
plays) with her husband, Shya, who supports her
in taking shots around the world—including
at home with their grandson, Max, in Brooklyn.
You can see more of her images pinterest.com/
arielandshya/
MELISSA KRAVITZ
has mastered the
ambidextrous art of using chopsticks while
taking notes with a pen. She’s also a big fan of
independent coffee shops with free refills and
long walks in Brooklyn.
NICOLE CACCAVO KEAR’s memoir, Now I See You,
comes out June ‘14 by St. Martin’s Press, and she
contributes regularly to Parents and American
Baby, as well as Salon and Babble in between
her dispatches at the Reader. You can keep up
with her misadventures in Mommydom on her
blog, A Mom Amok (amomamok.com). A native
of Brooklyn, she lives in the Slope with her three

nancy

nicole

firecracker kids, one very patient husband, and
an apparently immortal hermit crab.
VERONICA CARNERO is from San Jose, California
and has called NYC home for the past 12 years.
From a young age she has always danced and
came to NYC to pursue her professional dancing
career. She received her 200-hour vinyasa yoga
certification from the Laughing Lotus Yoga
Center. She teaches at Prema Yoga in Carroll
Gardens and Laughing Lotus in Manhattan.
Catch her class at Prema Yoga, 5:30 p.m. on
Sundays!
SARAH TELZAK is a freelance food writer living in
Brooklyn, NY. Her writing has appeared in GOOD,
Brooklyn Exposed, and The Clean Plates Blog.
NANCY LIPPINCOTT is a writer living in Brooklyn,
though she makes frequent trips to Queens just
for the pho. She has strong opinions about tacos,
sandwiches, and negronis.
Born in Cusco, Peru, VICENTE REVILLA resides
in Park Slope. He works at CUNY and is also
editor of Moment: Une Revue de Photo http://
momentunerevuedephoto.commons.gc.cuny.
edu
Illustration: Leah Lin, Diana Schoenbrun
Photography: Kristen Uhrich
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Key Foods
130 7th Ave.
120 5th Ave.
369 Flatbush Ave.
493 5th Ave.
Kos Kaffe
251 5th Ave.
Prospect Wine
Shop
322 7th Ave.
‘sNice
315 5th Ave.
Steve’s 9th St.
Market
327 9th St.
Tea Lounge
837 Union St.
Union Hall
702 Union St.
Union Markets
754-756 Union St.
402-404 7th Ave

PARK SLOPE READER
executive editor
Paul English

manager

Nancy Lippincott

distribution

Holly Lane, Inc.

design

Jeremy Lintz, Paul English

advertising closing dates

Let us help you to reach energized,
sophisticated consumers who put their
money where their values are.

Next Issue SUMMER 2014
Ad Due Date JUNE 1st
subscriptions Receive the Reader in
the mail each issue, first class, for $16
per year. Order over the telephone with a
Visa, MasterCard, or AmEx.
submissions We welcome all
submissions of manuscripts, artwork
and drawings. Although we cannot be
held responsible for loss or damage of
unsolicited material, if you enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope, we
will return your work.
publisher’s liability The Park Slope

Reader does not warrant any of the
services or products advertised in this
magazine. We do, however, encourage
the highest possible practice of conscious
business. Feedback from our readers,
both positive and negative, can aid us in
this process.

PARK SLOPE READER
107 Sterling Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217
T: 718-622-5150
office@psreader.com

Industrial Chic/Southern Luxury Vacation Rental

New Orleans: just a short flight but a world away

VBRO Property #5745

Beautifully renovated and exquisitely furnished 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath, reclaimed
hardwood floors, lots of natural light, 2 porches, and pool access. Design your stay:
private chef? cocktail party? musicians? babysitting? The owners, former Park
Slope parents, will work with you to create the kind of Southern experience that
they have come to love. Steps from Jazzfest, City Park, Esplanade bike path, great
restaurants and shops. Close to everything!

Shop Local
Discount:
$100 off
weddings
&
$50 off
portrait sessions

liz@lizligon.com | www.lizligonphotography.com | 917.526.1631
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Healthy, Happy Smiles For Life
FAMILY-ORIENTED DENTISTRY
Patients of All Ages Welcome
ECO-CONSCIOUS OFFICE & MATERIALS
Including Digital X-Rays & Paperless Charting
TVs IN TREATMENT ROOMS
Plus Complimentary Beverages & WiFi
KID-FRIENDLY PRACTICES
Toys, Books & Fun Prizes for Children
INSURANCE & PAYMENT PLANS
Options For Every Budget
EMERGENCIES SEEN PROMPTLY
You Don’t Have To Wait In Pain
Our mission at Brooklyn Oak Dental Care is to provide personalized, eco-friendly dentistry in a
comfortable and relaxing environment. We focus on people as individuals and recognize that
one size does not fit all when it comes to well-being; people have different needs and goals that
can be met in a variety of ways.
When you visit us for dental care, we’ll get to know you on a personal level so we can
provide you with the most customized treatment possible. Call 718.369.2300 to schedule your
convenient appointment!

319 6th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11215
T 718.369.2300 | F 718.369.2331
BrooklynOakDental.com | brooklynoakdental@gmail.com
Siama Muhammad, DMD
Committed to bringing healthy smiles
to both you and the environment.
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PIPERTHEATRE.ORG

Join Piper this July for our
14th Year of Summer Theatre Workshops
Ages 7 - 17 | June 30 - July 26
Register Today

At the Old Stone House
& Washington Park
and MS 51

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Building Community Through Drama | pipertheatre.org | 718-768-3195
PARK SLOPE’S LONGEST RUNNING PILATES STUDIO

Pilates on the park
Offering pilates sessions for fitness and rehabilitation
All ages and levels welcome
142 Prospect Park West at 9th St. | bodycraftstudio.com | 718-499-9488 | bcfitandwell@gmail.com
WWW.PSREADER.COM | 17

A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE THINGS

BREAKING FREE OF
As I type this looking out my window in mid-January—snow
and ice on the ground and the temperature hovering around
20—I can only assume that spring will someday arrive. The
temperature will rise and fauna will return. While we await
the thaw, here are some reasons to put on the rain boots and
exit the apartment.

Compiled by Florence Wang

Royal Palms Shuffleboard Club
514 Union Street

Brooklyn has long been a home for obscure sports enthusiasts,
offering everything from bocce, skee-ball, kick-ball leagues, and
winter swimming a la the Polar Bear Club. Shuffleboard can
now be added to this list of wonderful unique past-times with
the opening of the Royal Palms Shuffleboard Club. Located in
a converted warehouse on Union Street in Gowanus, this new
bar offers an experience completely unlike anything in the area.
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CABIN
FEVER

Royal Palms boasts ten regulation-sized shuffleboard courts and
two 27-foot bars specializing in tropical drinks in the 17,000
square-foot Florida-inspired space. If all of the activity makes
you hungry, there is space for local food trucks to pull right in
and offer some of their grub. Take a tropical vacation without
leaving the borough. Lanes can be rented for $40 an hour (for
four players); and if you develop a real talent, you can join a
league or become a member.

Child Baker to Culinary Chef
by Susan A. Tenteromano and Christopher E. Sanchez
Trafford Publishing
This book, from the owners of Le Petit Bakery in Fort Greene,
is the perfect introduction for your budding chef. Simple and
delicious recipes are laid out in a way that children can easily
understand. Unlike other children’s cookbooks, these recipes
aren’t just what you find on the kiddie menu of your local
diner. These are trusted recipes, tested by the authors (a mother
and son), and lovingly shared to inspire the next generation
of foodies. Among the recipes you will find lemon squares,
shortbread cookies, and chocolate covered pretzels. During the
baking process, children learn math and reading comprehension
with a delicious reward at the end. Susan Tenteromano designed
the book specifically to help boost confidence in children as
they complete each dessert. Child Baker to Culinary Chef can be
ordered online, or you can reserve a copy at Le Petit Bakery (354
Myrtle Avenue) while picking up a cronut.

Photo by T. A. Smith

Puppet Works
338 6th Avenue
Looking for an interactive experience for your kids? Puppet
Works runs performance of timeless classics for children ages
three and up. These dazzling puppet shows make an ideal firsttime theater outing for younger children. It’s an art-form that is
best experienced live. Children and adults love the characters
and craftsmanship in these interactive shows. This spring, the
Puppet Works show features three well-known fables: Peter &
the Wolf, The Ugly Duckling, and The Frog Prince. This not-forprofit puppet theater is a Park Slope landmark, operating out of
its Sixth Avenue location since 1980. Performances take place
12:30 and 2:30 every Saturday, reservations are required. Tickets
are $9 for adults and $8 for children—note that Puppet Works
does not accept credit cards. Children are welcome to pull up a
mat and get close to the action.

Touch-a-Truck!

May 17, 12-5pm
18th Street, between 6th & 7th Avenues
As the parent of a toddler, I can honestly say this is an ingenious
idea. There’s a big star on our calendar for May 17th as P.S. 295
holds their fourth annual Touch-a-Truck Fundraiser. Twenty
trucks—including a fire truck, police car, cement mixer, garbage
truck, and ambulance—line Eighteenth Street between Sixth and
Seventh Avenues. Children are invited to not only touch, but
climb into the trucks and meet their operators. Food trucks will
also be on-hand to offer some sustenance to the little climbers
and their parents. Admission is $5 and all proceeds benefit P.S.
295. To learn more visit www.ps295.org.
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d’mai Urban Spa

157 Fifth Avenue, Park Slope, NY 11217
www.dmaiurbanspa.com 718.398.2100
Brownstone Brooklyn’s
premier resort inspired day spa

Transport yourself
WWW.PSREADER.COM | 21

36 HOURS IN PARK SLOPE

GAME NIGHTS, HISTORIC SITES &
TASTY DELIGHTS
by Robert Balkovich | photos by Kristen Uhrich

P

ark Slope is often cited as being one of the best neighborhoods
in all of New York City, and it is not hard to find out why.
Beyond Prospect Park and the other stalwart points of
interest, there is a lot to experience in the Slope, and it seems
like almost every day there are new restaurants, boutiques, and
fun activities to keep up with. If you only had thirty-six hours
and wanted to get a first-hand look at some of the unique
things that make Park Slope such a gem, what would you do?
If you don’t know where to start, let me take you on a little guided
tour.
Start your first morning off with a nice boost of caffeine at
Konditori, a Swedish espresso bar that boasts a warm, Nordic
atmosphere with modern Brooklyn flair. In addition to strong
coffee (which may come with some Viking-inspired foam art),
they also serve traditional Swedish pastries and classic coffee
house sandwiches.
Once you’re properly caffeinated head over to Fifth Avenue
where you’ll find one of Park Slope’s best kept secrets: the dozens
of amazing vintage clothing boutiques. Williamsburg and the
Lower East Side get the lion’s share of credit for great shopping,
but Park Slope definitely has a horse in that race with stores like
Almost New and Eponymy. If you’re traveling with kids, or if
you’re one at heart, you will want to also check out the Brooklyn
Superhero Supply Company. This kitschy store sells superhero
paraphernalia—particle guns, deflector bracelets . . . the usual—
and offers an all-inclusive superhero shopping experience with
friendly staff and fun activities like a cape-testing wind tunnel.
The storefront supports 826NYC, a nonprofit that provides
children with tutoring services, so you’ll be shopping for a good
cause.

DIZZY’S
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KONDITORI
After shopping it will be time for lunch. An easy crowd
pleaser on Fifth Avenue is Dizzy’s, which offers delicious highquality diner food. The biscuits and gravy are amazing, but if you
want something a little lighter, go for Teo’s Italian Eggs. If you
are visiting from out of town, it will probably be time to check
into your hotel. Hopefully you are staying at Hotel Le Bleu,
Park Slope’s premier boutique hotel. The rooms are thoughtfully
designed, feature views of Manhattan, and are very reasonably
priced, especially considering the amenities and features.
There’s no shortage of nightlife in Park Slope, but if you are
looking for something a little out of the ordinary you can treat
yourself to a grown-up game night. Start at Brooklyn Game Lab,
which is a children’s after-school program and summer camp by
day, but offers curated adult game events by night. If you are
looking for something a little more throw back, you can hit up
Fifth Avenue Bingo Hall, a no-frills, old school-style bingo hall
where people come prepared to draw blood. There are rumblings
that bingo could become the next big Brooklyn fad, so why not
stay ahead of the curve?
For the second part of the evening, head on over to one of Park
Slope’s newest institutions, Royal Palms Shuffleboard Club.
Before heading in, grab a bite to eat at one of the many food carts
parked outside. Once inside, treat yourself to a few drinks and
a game of shuffleboard, and enjoy the subtle tropical ambiance.

PS321 FLEA MARKET
If you’re still in the competitive spirit, Union Hall, a Park Slope
staple, is open until 4:00 a.m. This cozy bar features indoor bocce
ball courts and always exudes a fun, raucous atmosphere.
Depending on how many games of shuffleboard and bocce
you played the night before, the next morning you may be in the
mood for a hearty brunch. Fortunately, you can’t shake a pair of
hangover sunglasses without hitting a brunch spot. Applewood,
a delicious eatery specializing in New England-style cuisine, is a
solid choice. Any one of their seasonal omelets or grass-fed steak
and eggs will do your body good!
With some grub in your stomach, stroll up to P.S. 321, which
hosts one of Brooklyn’s best flea markets on Saturday and Sunday.
Unlike the more “bougie” flea markets in the borough, the P.S.
321 Flea attracts a more eclectic collection of booths. Even if you
are not looking to make any big purchases you’ll have a blast
sifting through tables of old records, beguiling coffee mugs, and
dusty tchotchkes.
Next stop is Old Stone House, one of Park Slope’s oldest
historic sites. This reconstructed 1699 Dutch farmhouse hosts
events year round and is open to the general public on Saturday

440 Sixth Avenue @ 9th St
Park Slope Brooklyn
718.499.3844
www.440gallery.com

OLD STONE HOUSE
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36 HOURS IN PARK SLOPE
COFFEE & FOOD
Konditori
240 7th Ave. | 347-335-0767 | konditorinyc.com
Dizzy’s - A Finer Diner
230 5th Ave. | 718-230-5551 | dizzys.com
Applewood
501 11th St. | 718-788-1014 | applewoodny.com
Sidecar
560 5th Ave. 718-369-0077 | sidecarbrooklyn.com

NIGHTLIFE
Royal Palms Shuffleboard Club
514 Union St. | 347-223-4410 | royalpalmsshuffle.com
Union Hall
702 Union St. | 718-638-4400 | unionhallny.com

FUN & GAMES
Brooklyn Game Lab
353 7th Ave. | 646-660-5957 | brooklyngamelab.com
SIDECAR
and Sunday as a historic interpretive center focusing on the
Battle of Brooklyn. If you are in the mood for a little more
cultural exploration, head across the Slope to The Brooklyn
Society for Ethical Culture. Housed in a historic mansion right
on the edge of Prospect Park, the BSEC hosts practitioners of
the Ethics Movement, a non-religious (although not necessarily
not religious) organization whose members strive to live ethical
lives without bowing to the constraints of society, culture,
and tradition. Programs include seminars and meetings on
philosophical subjects, as well as other events such as music,
dances, and even stand-up comedy. There are even events for
kids! Whether or not you are interested in attending, the building
and grounds themselves are definitely worth checking out.
When your day is done stop by Sidecar for a late lunch of
oysters or gumbo and cocktail, and give your feet a rest. In just
thirty-six hours you will have walked all over the Slope, eaten
at some of its best restaurants, enjoyed some of its unique
amenities, and imbibed at some of its most exciting bars. Of
course, thirty-six hours is not enough to see and do everything.
If you already live in New York City, then you know Park Slope
is just a hop, skip, and a jump away (or just outside your front
door!). If you are visiting from out of town, then you just have
dozens of excuses to visit again. u

Fifth Avenue Bingo Hall
416 5th Ave. | 718-788-1691

SHOPPING
Almost New
68 St. Marks Ave. | 718-398-8048 | almostnewvintage.com
Eponymy
466 Bergen St. | shopeponymy.com
Brooklyn Superhero Supply Company
372 5th Ave. | 718-499-9884 | superherosupplies.com
PS 321 Flea Market
180 7th Ave. | brooklynflea.com/markets/park-slopep-s-321

HISTORY AND CULTURE
Old Stone House
336 3rd St. | 718-768-3195 | theoldstonehouse.org
Brooklyn Society for Ethical Culture
53 Prospect Park West | 718-768-2972 | bsec.org

HOTEL
Hotel Le Bleu
370 4th Ave. | 718-625-1500 | hotellebleu.com
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(new student special 3 classes for $30)

EXPAND & (elevate)

708 Sackett Street | between 4th & 5th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217 | 347.987.3162
www.bendandbloom.com
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Chic Vacation Rental in New Orleans!
The Perfect Romantic Getaway!

VBRO Listing #55480

Located in a mansion once owned by famed Storyville Madame,
Josie Arlington, this pied-a-tier is open, airy and just plain sexy.
Walking distance to the French Quarter, Cafe Degas, Lola, Swirl,
JazzFest, City Park and the Canal Streetcar. Come on down to
New Orleans and live the life of a local. Recently featured on the
blog “DIY Show Off”

GOOD FOOTING ADVENTURE | Brooklyn’s Best Selection of DANSKO® CLOGS
— adventure for your feet —
196 7th Avenue, Park Slope (between 2nd & 3rd street)
718-369-2601 | www.AllAboutClogs.com
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TEACHING YOGA , PILATES
AND THE JOY OF MOVEMENT

Make some heat.
6:45am - 7:30
Wake Your Core class
Tuesday – Friday mornings
On 9th St. near PPW
newleafbody.com | 718-369-0005

Dedicated Solely to the Art & Science of Bodywork
28 8th Avenue at Lincoln Place

Open by Appointment 7 days a week

718-857-6183
www.opalcenter.com

Therapeutic Massage
Deep Tissue
Medical
Perinatal
Stress & Pain Management
Thai Bodywork
Shiatsu

Allied Therapies
Aromatherapy
Hot Stones & Packs
Reiki
Craniosacral Therapy
Reflexology
Lymphatic Drainage
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DISPATCHES FROM BABYVILLE

DODGING

DARK
By Nicole Caccavo Kear | Art by Diana Schoenbrun
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I

love the start of spring. Who doesn’t? Even the mildest winter brings its share of discomfort and inconvenience, but after
a Polar Vortex Special like the one we’ve just had, after the
months of suiting up like an Artic explorer, of traversing filthy
mountains of sidewalk snow, of combatting epic, legendary cases
of cabin fever, well, after all that, the first stirrings of spring are
nothing less than magical.
But I have another reason to celebrate the spring, and it’s one
that not many people share. Spring means the start of long days,
the seemingly endless parade of hours saturated with sunlight—
and not only do I like light, I need it, lots of it because I’m night
blind. Truth be told, night blindness is the tip of the iceberg as
far as my eyes are concerned; there’s also the whopping case of
tunnel vision, the color blindness, the myopia,
and the nasty, non-removable cataracts. I’m
legally blind, courtesy of a degenerative retinal
disease called retinitis pigmentosa, and, as you
can imagine, this impacts my life in a bunch of
ways. I don’t drive fighter jets and I don’t stitch
up facial lacerations.
And I’m not a big fan of the dark . . . or the
semi-dark . . . or the dark-ish. If a place is even
approaching penumbral, it’s a safe bet I do not
want to go there.
Some low-light destinations are easy to
avoid—particularly once you have three
children—and in doing so, you forfeit your
nightlife. Without the slightest effort, I can
steer clear of the very hip, very dark bars where
I passed many an hour in my twenties. I haven’t
seen the inside of a nightclub since, well, since
they were still called “nightclubs.” Similarly, I
hardly ever find myself in the countryside, or
Hades, or Iceland in winter.
Other dark places are impossible to avoid,
though, and for these, I’ve had to develop
practical strategies to make sure I don’t lose an
appendage, or a child.
Topping the list is movie theaters. When
you’re in charge of a gaggle of kids and you
live in a place where it’s mercilessly cold half
the year and mercilessly hot the other half,
matinees are Mommy’s little helper. Of course,
being struck totally blind upon entering the
theater makes the experience considerably less
enjoyable. I’ve suffered enough embarrassing
mishaps (sitting on a grandpa’s lap, sitting on
my children’s lap, sitting on a chair that wasn’t
there, also known as the floor) to have learned
a thing or two.
First lesson: get there before the lights go
down. Typically, I’m the kind of person who is
so chronically tardy that I will call a friend, not
if I’m running late, but if I’m on time. When
it comes to the movies, though, our asses are
in the seats as soon as the last movie empties

out. Once we are settled in, nobody moves for any reason. Primo
wants popcorn? No dice. Terza’s thirsty? She’s got saliva, doesn’t
she? Seconda has to pee? She should’ve thought of that the ten
times I asked before we entered the theater. Builds bladder
muscles, anyway.
All the rules and restrictions don’t make for a freewheeling,
fly-by-the-seat-of-our-pants good time, but we get in and out in
one piece and we get to watch a motion picture.

THEN ONE DAY, IT’S HERE. FLOWERS
BEGINNING TO BLOOM AT MY FEET AND
BIRDS HAZARDING A CHIRP OVERHEAD,
AND SUNLIGHT STREAMING DOWN ON ME
Then there’s the Museum of Natural History. The place is aces
and I’ve been going every year since I was in first grade, unpacking
my lunch in the cafeteria that always smelled of old fishsticks.
These days, though, unless I have an eagle-eyed adult companion
with me on kid duty, there’s no way I step foot inside. The dinosaur
rooms are fine, but the Hall of North American Mammals is as
dim as an old lady’s parlor with the curtains perpetually drawn,
to say nothing of the oh-so-moody Hall of Ocean Life. I’ve heard
there are a squid and a whale down there but you could tell me it
was a Sasquatch and a wallaby and I could not refute you.
Of all the dark places, the toughest to avoid is the entire outof-doors after sunset. In the summer, it’s no huge impediment,
since night doesn’t fall until nigh on nine p.m. But when the day
begins at seven and ends just past four, the dark is always right
around the corner. In winter, I understand the plight of closeted
werewolves, desperate to get inside before the sun goes down.
I, do, of course, have several options. I could use a mobility
cane. To explain why I don’t use one, I’d have to write an entire
book, which I did, conveniently enough, and you can read it,
starting in June.
I could also use a flashlight. It would, however, have to be
industrial-strength and hands-free, so really, what I’d need is a
miner’s headlamp. I’d consider these if Target released a line by
Missoni, in multicolored woven textiles. As they do not, I will
have to pass.
I could huddle in my apartment, comfortable and constrained.
And I do, from time to time, especially when the temperature gets
sub-Arctic. But this is New York, the city that never sleeps, and
I’m just not that kind of girl.
So, I adventure out, dark or no dark, and I stick to the welllit avenues and I curse the famous, beautiful trees that grow
in Brooklyn, which are annoyingly light-obscuring, and I ask
my kids to give me a heads-up when there’s a big crack in the
pavement, or a fleet of rats ahead, or a garbage can strewn on the
sidewalk.
And I dream of spring.
Then one day, it’s here. Flowers beginning to bloom at my feet
and birds hazarding a chirp overhead, and sunlight—warming,
brightening, revealing sunlight—streaming down on me
morning, noon and into the night.
Nicole’s memoir, Now I See You, comes out June 24th by St.
Martin’s Press. You can find out more info and preorder a copy on
her website nicolekear.com.

Traditional Psychotherapy with
an Integrative Approach
Specialties include:
anxiety, depression, relationship/family issues,
creative/performing arts community,
sexuality/sex therapy, LGBTQ,
alternative lifestyles
In-network for Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Cigna & MagnaCare
(Health Republic/Oscar). Out-of-network/sliding scale also accepted.

Now accepting new clients at the Carroll Gardens location
www.holistictherapynyc.com
347.454.1904

SALLY RAPPEPORT
LICENSed ACUPUNCTURIST

ACUPUNCTURE
CHINESE HERBS
Board Certified (NCCAOM)

BODYWORK/BOWEN
911 Union Street, Grdfl. Brooklyn, NY 11215
718.398.5284 tel/fax
sally@sallyrappeport.com
www.sallyrappeport.com

Lotsie Cash
Yoga
Private/Corporate/Group Yoga Instruction
Thai Yoga Massage, Birth Doula
Toltec I Ching Readings
www.lotsiecashyoga.com
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HYPOCRITE’S ALMANAC

A BIG BURNING SECRET

to take breaks every few minutes because my jaw kept
cramping. I know it was because I was so disgusted by
what had just happened.
So here I am in the middle of a Woody Allen movie. I
see Bob and Marcy and their families frequently at school
events, parties, and soccer, and I don’t even try to hide
my distain. I can’t help but shake my head or roll my
eyes when they feebly try to engage me in chitchat. I find
myself excessively complimenting their spouses in some
lame effort to boost their confidence, to nudge them into
thinking they deserve better than Bob or Marcy. I know
it’s futile, but I’m so furious I’m in this position I can’t
stop this behavior.
I’ve chosen not to say a thing to anyone about the
affair. But because my social life revolves around a group
of which Bob and Marcy are part, it’s been pretty much
ruined. Whenever they’re near I’m on edge and I can’t
stop fantasizing about calling them out as lying, cheating
jerks. I don’t know how long I can take this. I understand
that it’s none of my business and I should leave it alone,
but then I think if my husband were cheating I’d sure as
hell want to know. Advice?
Signed,
Social Life Ruined by Lying Cheating Jerks

Dear Hypocrite.
I live in South Slope and I have a big burning secret. It’s not really my
own secret; it’s the secret of two friends of mine whom I’ve gotten close with
over the years because our kids go to the same school. These two friends are
married to other people who are also my friends. Can you guess where this
is going?
Last week I was on the Upper East Side to get my second of three goddamn
root canals and there they were, let’s call them Bob and Marcy, coming out
of a hotel holding hands. I tried to pretend I didn’t see them, I tried to put
my head down and head toward the street, but it was too late. “What a
coincidence!” “All three of us, so far from home!” “This is crazy!” We all took
turns telling the story of what we were doing at the corner of Eighty-seventh
and Lex. It was pathetic how terrible their lies were. Bob had an uncle in
town staying at the hotel and Marcy was scouting locations for her cousin’s
wedding. We stood there in silence for a moment looking at our feet. I know
they expected me to go along with their game pretending that everything
was normal. I couldn’t. I took a deep breath, exhaled loudly, and left them
on the sidewalk. My dentist appointment was unusually difficult. We had

By Melanie Hoopes | Art by Leah Lin
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Dear Social Life,
Root canals are terrible. I spent a good part of
December in Midtown looking up at the bright, white
light while my dentist worked hard to save what little I
had left of my bottom, right molar. Three root canals?
That’s tough. I’m assuming you’re straddling middle
age. Those are the days when your teeth and many of
your friends’ marriages fall apart. Right now, I know
four couples getting divorced. Two of them involved
some sneaking around. The other two might have.
(We’ll see. It takes a while for all the facts to come out,
sometimes years.) You feel for good friends who are in
pain. You get angry and protective. A few years ago,
my best friend’s husband walked out on her and her
two kids. She was confused and heartbroken. I was
livid.
There is one very troubling detail that I keep coming
back to in your letter. I love giving people the benefit
of the doubt—maybe it was all a crazy coincidence,
maybe they weren’t lying and there’s perfectly logical

explanation on why they were leaving a hotel together … but
they were HOLDING HANDS. Handholding is reserved for
those who really care about each other. Handholding does not
say “let’s just get this out of our systems and never speak of it
again.” Handholding is an intimate gesture, more intimate than
doin’ it. You don’t hold hands with a sex worker—unless he or
she needs help crossing the street.
No doubt your very presence on the corner of Eighty-seventh
and Lex has pushed the handholding couple to consider their
actions. I’m not sure how long ago “the coincidence” occurred,
but I’d expect Bob and Marcy have had many conversations about
ending it or coming clean since. Actually, they could be waiting
for you to make a move. One of them might soon approach to
ask what you intend to do with your information. You have a
lot of power in this situation, of which they are very aware. It’s
power that won’t get you much of anything; but to them, you
possess the ability to unravel their worlds.
Are you doing the right thing by clamming up? There’s no
easy answer. I hear what you’re saying about wanting to know
if it was your husband messing around, but here’s a statistic. I
Googled “percentage of couples who stay together after affairs”
and got 50, 65, and 98 percent from the websites of three different
well-respected couples’ therapists. Bullshit numbers aside, the
majority of committed couples do survive infidelities. I suspect
when the cheating partner is the one to reveal the affair (and
not the neighbor, well-meaning friend, or anonymous letter on
the windshield) the chances of reconciliation are even greater.
This is a good thing. Anyone who’s been through a divorce will
tell you that breaking up a family is messy, painful business for

everyone involved.
Give Bob and Marcy time to do the right thing. Affairs show
great lapses in judgment, but Bob and Marcy aren’t evil. Most
likely they are weak or lonely or hurt and have justified their
behavior in some extraordinarily creative way. Or … they could
be in love. Either way, give them an opportunity to clean up
after themselves. Eventually, all affairs make big messes. They
explode or implode. And Bob and Marcy will have to pick up
the pieces one by one. Should you ever tell? I think you should
consider it if next time you’re at a party someone mentions
casually to the group that Bob and Marcy are sleeping together.
Bob and Marcy’s spouses do not need to suffer the indignity
of gossip when they haven’t done anything wrong. But maybe
you’re not the right person to expose the affair. Maybe you talk
to a closer friend of the unhappy couples and argue that it’s time
for the truth to come out. When it does, it will be very rocky for
a while. But hopefully before long, people will get back on track
and once again find hope and meaning in their days.
Social Life, before I go, I don’t think you should take their affair
too personally. I know that this has affected your quality of life
but ultimately, it is not about you. Let go of your disappointment
in the hand holders and try to lower your expectations of the
people around you. Then you won’t find yourself so out of sorts
when they fall short. If you can do this, you’ll find yourself with
more friends and perhaps fewer root canals (not based on any
scientific studies whatsoever, just a hunch).
That’s it. See you next time. u

For families in transition.
A more reasonable, more peaceful alternative to litigation.
When you want to resolve conflict, you need an expert to guide you
safely through the process. An experienced mediator, Rachel Green can
provide neutral ground for discussion and negotiation. She will give you
the information you need to find the Solution to Resolution. Rachel will
help you to brainstorm solutions, so that we can put together a settlement
that will work as well as possible for you, your ex, and your child(ren).
Mediation works for people who want to honor the years that you spent
together, while acknowledging the reality that you are not going to stay
together for the future. Your children will never thank you for destroying
their other parent! Call for a consultation.
120 Garfield Place, Suite A-6, between 5th & 6th Avenues
www.Mediate2Resolution.com | Rachel@Mediate2Resolution.com | 718.965.9236

HELPING PARK SLOPE FAMILIES RESTRUCTURE SINCE 1995
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LOCAL
HANDYMAN
It takes just one call to hire your
LOCAL HANDYMAN to solve all
your home repairs in a quick and
efficient manner.
Furniture Assembly
Plastering & Painting
Floor Repair
Carpentry & Drywall
Ceilings & Light Fixtures
Shelving
Plumbing
Whether the project is a repair
or a complete remodeling job, the
LOCAL HANDYMAN provides
customers with quality, tidy
craftsmanship and timely work
performed at a fair price.
Serving Local Businesses
Local References Available
Free Estimates
Call for Appointment

917.407.1357

MENDIOLA718GMAIL.COM
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EATING LOCAL

A CULINARY MELTING POT
RESTAURANT TRIUMVIRATE MAKES ITS MARK IN PARK SLOPE

photo by Anne Massoni

Park Slope restauranteur triumvirate—John Bush, Dale Talde, and Dave Massoni—love feeding people.
Creating their artful, often playful, and sometimes even irreverent dishes makes them feel like they’ve
contributed to the community, something larger than themselves. I sat down with the three of them at
TALDE, one of their three restaurants in Park Slope, to discuss cultural identity, the Park Slope food scene
and their plans for the future.

T

he trio’s Park Slope food foray began in 2010 when John
Bush and David Missoni fell in love with the building on
the corner of Fifteenth Street and Seventh Avenue and
opened Thistle Hill Tavern. They describe the restaurant as an
American tavern pub with strong English and Irish influences.
Then in January of 2012 they opened Talde, an Asian-American
restaurant and bar. Most recently in August of 2012, they opened
Pork Slope, an Americana-inspired barbecue joint on Fifth
Avenue.
It may seem like their diverse restaurants reflect incongruous
tastes or perhaps even indecision, but there’s actually a prominent

theme: Crave-worthy foods that playfully embrace the immigrant
culture of Brooklyn.
And then there’s the question of why Park Slope—a
neighborhood that isn’t exactly venerated over other areas of
NYC for its hip factor. Its reputation tends more toward the the
mother-centric and stroller-friendly. Yet the trio is well aware of
Park Slope’s stereotype and described it as “community-oriented,
homey, and family-friendly.” In addition, they elaborated on the
comfort and familiarity that living in such a personable, downto-earth neighborhood brings: “You know the guy who works at
the bodega, the pet store, and you feel a part of a community,”

By Sarah Telzak
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THERE’S ALWAYS ROOM
FOR CHOCOLATE.

™

CHOCOLATE
DESSERT
HOMEMADE
ICE CREAM
WINE BAR
ORGANIC
COFFEE & TEA
LOCATIONS
COBBLE HILL
269 Court Street, Brooklyn
718-246-2600
PARK SLOPE
51 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn
718-783-2900
HOURS
Sun-Thurs Noon-11pm,
Fri-Sat Noon-Midnight

thechocolateroombrooklyn.com
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photo by Kristen Uhrich

explained John Bush, who lives in an apartment above Pork
Slope.
However, Park Slope’s earnest and cozy charm was not the
only reason behind opening their mini-restaurant empire in this
region of Brooklyn. It also came down to business basics. They
put it simply: “Business is based on supply and demand.” They
alluded to the neighborhood’s reputation of having a less-thanstellar restaurant scene, and because they live here or nearby
they directly contributed to the demand. “Williamsburg is oversaturated and Park Slope was lacking,” Massoni noted.
The trio also spoke to the almost undetectable speed at
which Park Slope, like the rest of Brooklyn, is changing. They
reflected on its continuous transformation: “It’s not just families
anymore. There are now more single people and couples—people
who want to get out of the city,” they acknowledged. They also
perceive Seventh Avenue to have grown into more of a hub than
Fifth Avenue.
The dishes at all three of their restaurants reflect their desire to
hone their own version of the American “melting pot.” Talde in
particular pays tribute to the hyphenated identity of immigrants
living in America, and in this case, Asian-American immigrants.
A first-generation Filipino-American, Dale Talde is deeply, if
not complexly, connected to both his Filipino and American
roots. And his restaurant, Talde, is at its core a reflection and
celebration of his own mixed cultural persona. Take the Pretzel
Pork & Chive Dumplings for example. German pretzel meets
the Asian dumpling in a novel recombination of cuisines that
represents the ongoing exchange among ethnicities in New York
in particular.
When Talde speaks about his visits to his hometown of
Chicago, he indicates that his second-generation American
family members are in some ways losing their connection to

their Filipino roots. “I see the next generation, and they have zero
connection to it,” he explains. It’s apparent that this is a conflict
for Talde—an issue with which he grapples, yet ultimately accepts
and interprets through his own cooking.
Bush, Talde, and Massoni are fascinated by American
culture and the ways in which immigrant groups influence
each other, meld together, change each other, and ultimately
create something new. They believe food is one of the deepest
expressions of culture and want the food they serve to showcase
the many syntheses that happen in the U.S. And it does. It’s
food that acknowledges the past and basks in change. It’s also
comfort food—food that triggers waves of nostalgia and evokes
childhood memories.
The trio has interesting and ambitious plans for the future.
Yet curiously enough, and unfortunately for us, none of them
involve Park Slope. Bush, Talde, and Massoni aim to start
construction on two new restaurant concepts in Jersey City in
the near future: a second Talde and Carrino Provisions. The
Jersey City Talde will be twice the size of the Park Slope flagship,
and Carrino Provisions will be Italian-inspired—half market and
half restaurant offering house-made pastas, cured meats, and a
stellar cheese program.
And foodie bookworms rejoice! Dale Talde is also coming
out with a coffee table-style cookbook to be published by Grand
Central Publishing in 2015. Described as “austere, beautiful, and
tame,” it will tell the story of Talde’s culinary journey in addition
to sharing his celebrated recipes.
So hey—if you haven’t checked out one of Bush, Talde, and
Massoni’s three delightful restaurants in the hood, you might
as well on your next available Saturday night. Their food is not
just about pleasure. It’s a commentary on American culture and
hyphenated identities. Thus, while digesting on your walk home
from the restaurant, you’ll likely spend some time talking about
what the food you just ate symbolizes. u

House-roasted, thoughtfully sourced beans and
fresh, seasonal food served daily, 8am to 7pm.

photo by Kristen Uhrich
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SPRING CLEANING

DETOXWITH
KICHADI

What comes to mind when you hear the
word cleanse? A fast, kale juice for a
week, or The Master Cleanse? Many
cleanses these days ask that you move
away from solid food and drink something
consistently for a period of time. By taking
away anything difficult to digest, the body
reserves energy from over working hard to
break down foods and makes room for any
toxins to leave the body.
by Veronica Carnero

S

pring cleaning: Remove clutter not only from your
apartment but from your body as well. As the air starts to
warm up and the days get continuously longer, this is an
ideal time to rid the body of any residual winter toxins.
But let’s shift our perspective: Instead of taking things away,
how can we be more mindful about what we are feeding our
bodies? Times of fasting and detox can be a time to tune in
with what your body can do without and commit to integrating
wholesome, energetic foods. Let food be your medicine.
Kichadi is a primary Ayurvedic meal that has been prescribed
for centuries for its many healing properties. It can be eaten when
one feels they are about to get sick, are sick, or looking to detoxify
the body. These meals are simple and can be made in one pot!
Simplicity is key here, as the organs do not have to work as
hard and can receive nourishment more directly. Your liver is
going to experience the most change during the spring, so let’s
be kind to it.
Traditionally, kichadi calls for a grain and a legume with the
mixture of medicinal oils and spices. Basmati rice and mung
beans cooked with ghee (clarified butter) and spices such as
coriander, cumin, and turmeric make up a classic kichadi dish.
But you can make a kichadi specific to the season and for any
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Photo by Jan Warren

ailment you are trying to address. This basic kichadi outline also
gives you the freedom to experiment with different combinations
of grains, legumes, oils, and spices. Additionally, adding fresh,
seasonal vegetables at any point of the cooking process can amp
up your kichadi powers.
Allow your liver to take it easy and stay away from alcohol,
caffeine, meat, dairy, gluten, and white sugar. I am all about
moderation, so try it for a weekend and if you are feeling good,
try five days and then maybe seven days. Make yourself a big pot
of kichadi to have for all meals. Again, moderation. If that seems
crazy to you, try to have your kichadi for lunch and/or dinner.
While keeping it simple, this spring-appropriate recipe
nourishes you and keeps you satisfied. The white rice has a
cleansing property by literally scraping the organs clean. Brown
rice can be used for more everyday consumption. The red lentils
offer the necessary protein to keep you going. Ginger heats up
the body to inspire purification and build immunity. Turmeric
acts as an antiinflammatory, proven to be especially helpful with
allergies. Cumin seeds are found in almost every kichadi recipe,
as they are a great aid for digestion and assisting the absorption
of necessary vitamins and minerals. u

SPRING KICHADI

serves 2
3 cups of water
½ bunch of leafy greens (anything seasonal: escarole, bibb
lettuce, spinach, etc)
¾ cup of red lentils
½ white onion, finely chopped
½ cup of basmati white rice
½ cup of asparagus or zucchini, chopped
1 teaspoon of olive oil
1 teaspoon of fresh ginger, finely chopped
1 teaspoon of turmeric
pinch of cumin seeds
sea salt & black pepper to taste
Rinse rice and lentils until water runs clear. In a large, stainless
steel pot, heat the olive oil over medium heat. Add the cumin
seeds, ginger, and turmeric, and toast until fragrant. Add the
onion and sauté until translucent, then add the lentils and rice
and sauté for about 2 more minutes. Next, add 3 cups of water,
increase heat, and bring to a boil. Cover and reduce to a low
simmer for about 20 minutes. Add your asparagus or zucchini
(or both!), making sure there is enough water to steam the
veggies. Cover and cook for 5 minutes. Add the leafy greens and
incorporate them into the contents of the pot. Add a little more
water if too dry. Cover and let cook for 5-10 minutes depending
on heartiness of greens. Season with sea salt and pepper to
taste. Leftovers? Just reheat in a pan and add some new spices to
freshen it up. Enjoy!

Finally, cooking instruction
for the way you want to cook,
the way you like to eat, and the
way you live your life.
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE FOR OUR
RENOWNED WORKSHOPS AND CUSTOM CLASSES

info@puplekale.com • 917.297.9709 • www.purplekale.com
WORKSHOPS • CONSULTATIONS • CATERING • PROVISIONS

WHat arE yOu
Waiting FOr?
Learn Qigong
Have More Energy
Be Healthier
Be Centered
De-Stress
Enjoy Living

Once you learn it
–it is your’s for life!

Relax, Refresh, Renew, In Minutes…anywhere!

Classes at 263 Seventh Ave., New York Methodist Hospital, Medical Office Pavilion (Center for Complementary Medicine)

Call Michael McComiskey at (718) 857-6598
www.qigongforhealthandwellness.com
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SUMMER CAMP GUIDE

BY MELISSA KRAVITZ

FUN SUN
in the

T

hough frozen sidewalks and mismatched mittens
may not hint at the upcoming summer, school
is out in only a few months. Soon complaints of
frostbitten fingers will become whines of overheating
and dehydration and pleas to go to the pool, the park,
and anywhere with air conditioning will certainly
become rampant. Though controlling the New York
City weather may be a little out of reach, planning your
kids’ summers, to be exciting, social, educational, and
memorable, is easily achievable. From the artist to
the athlete to the all-around all-star, Park Slope and
its surrounding neighborhoods have plenty of fun and
affordable options for kids of all ages.
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BUTTERBEANS

BROOKLYN ARTS EXCHANGE
Artistic kids will enjoy Brooklyn Arts Exchange (BAX) Summer
Arts Program, for kids entering grades K–6. Guests artists,
specialists, and counselors will lead campers in daily classes
explore art, media, theatre, music, circus arts, and much more.
Each week culminates in an informal performance or gallery to
show off to family and friends what busy, creative campers have
been working on. An extended day program is also available,
offering later pick-up for working parents.
youth.bax.org/general-information/school-breaks/summerarts-program
Program Dates: June 30–August 15

BROOKLYN BOULDERS
Kids who are climbing off the walls—or just in search of a bit of
adventure—can attend Brooklyn Boulders Summer Adventures
in Gowanus. Named one of ‘Time Out New York Kids: Best of
2013!’ this camp is an invigorating and adventurous experience
for all kids! Brooklyn Boulders offers 22,000 square feet of
rock climbing, complete with safety gear and strictly-enforced
rules—a bit of reassurance for concerned parents! Climbing
camp is dedicated to providing a fun and challenging experience
for campers of all skill levels. This year, the camp will also partner
up with Homage Brooklyn Skateboard Academy to offer a dual
skate/climbing camp.

PIPER THEATER

brooklynboulders.com

PIPER THEATRE

Program Dates:
BKB Summer Adventures
Session 1: June 30–July 3
Session 2: July 14–July 18
Session 3: July 28–August 1
Session 4: August 11– August 15
Session 5: August 25–August 29
BKB X Homage

Acclaimed local theater Piper Theatre at Old Stone House
offers kids ages 7–17 the opportunity to enter new worlds of
imagination and wonder through their summer performance
camps. Professional teachers will guide students in creating
full-scale productions performed outdoors on the professional
stage at the end of July. A new program this summer partnering
with Off The Page offers a workshop for campers to create the
show they will perform in! Specialized intensive workshops also
include Shakespeare, Hands-on Film, an advanced workshop
performing Amadeus, and an advanced musical workshop
performing Hair.

Session 1: July–July 25
Session 2: August 18–August 22

BUTTERBEANS

pipertheatre.org

Get young cooks out of your kitchen and into someone else’s at
ButterBeans Kitchen Food and Garden Summer Camp, which
offers a complete farm-to-table summer experience for kids
ages 6–10, and takes care of the mess! Food-focused activities
include planting seed, harvesting fresh food, cooking seasonal
summer lunches, and writing unique cookbooks. Kids will
enjoy individual sessions with local food experts, getting handson with chickens and worms and learning the tricks to great
composting. Fun “Top Chef ” challenges will help teams of kids
create inventive lunches and snacks, and perhaps prep them for
the next “MasterChef Junior.”

Program Dates: June 30–July 26

butterbeanskitchen.com
Program Dates:Session 1: July 7–July 18, Session 2: July 21–
August 1, Session 3 : August 4–August 15, Session 4: August
18 –August 22

PARK SLOPE DAY CAMP
For a traditional day camp experience, Brooklynites ages 31/2–14
can enjoy all the summer activities at Park Slope Day Camp.
Those wanting a more specific experience can also register for
the camps Sports Academy or Circus Camp programs. The camp
also offers a free morning shuttle to local campers. Groups are
split up by age. Camp activities include tennis, arts and crafts,
music, theater, sports, nature, self-defense, climbing on the
camp’s climbing wall, and field trips to locations like the beach or
zoo. Instructional swimming as well as clubs for campers to join
to suit their unique interests are also offered throughout the day.

STREB
Brooklyn’s STREB Lab Camp offers a unique circus performance
program, encouraging campers to engage with their surroundings
and bodies in new and unique ways. Campers will build confidence
and independence swinging from the trapeze, walking the tightrope,
and goofing around in clowning gear. Kids can spend the summer
performing in STREB’s circus for six one-week sessions, each of
which culminate in a Friday performance and continue to build
on practiced skills each consecutive week. Students who want to
continue building on these skills can also continue with weekend
and afterschool classes throughout the year.
streb.org
Program Dates: July 6–August 15, options for weekly sign-up

STREB

Josh Flannigan

parkslopedaycamp.com
Program Dates: June 30–August 22, selectable by week
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For kids ready to leave the house for a bit of time, several East
Coast sleepaway camps are popular with Park Slope kids (and
parents).

BEAM CAMP
Creative kids ages 7–17 learn to make their ideas a reality
at Beam Camp, which specializes in fine and manual arts.
Now in its tenth summer, the camp is celebrating a decade of
innovation and community. Workshops are staffed by full-time
and visiting professional architects, videographers, builders,
engineers, designers, and other innovative makers from diverse
backgrounds and skillsets. Campers will also collaborate on a
commissioned, one-of-a-kind, large-scale Beam Project, unique
to every summer. July’s project will be immersive mechanical light
machines, and August will focus on a floating vessel combining
the principles of Leonardo da Vinci with modern components.
Future engineers, artists, and kids with curiosity will be happy to
make this New Hampshire camp their summer home.
beamcamp.com
Program Dates:
Session 1: July 2–27
Session 2: July 30–Aug 24

CAMP MED-O-LARK
For over 50 years, Camp Med-O-Lark has been known throughout
the country as a premiere summer arts institutions. Located in
Washington, Maine, the lakefront property offers arts electives
for kids 8-16. Unlike many traditional camps, Med-O-Lark does
not host inter-camp sports competitions and tournaments but
focuses on individual leadership and self-expression rather than
competitiveness. Campers live in cozy cabins with bunk beds
and participate in creative activities like dance, music, fine arts,
circus arts, culinary arts, and performance arts. A skate park,
sports field, and waterfront sports are also all available. Two,
four, six, and eight week sessions are offered.
medolark.com
Program Dates:
Session 1: June 27 –July 23
Session 2: July 25 –August 20

CAMP ONAS

CAMP ONAS
Young Brooklynites ages 7–13 venture out to Bucks County, PA
every summer to attend Camp Onas. The 72-acre property has
been operating since 1922 and is accredited by the ACA. Onas
offers a wide range of programs in arts, drama, sports, aquatics,
and outdoors skills like hiking, gardening, and fishing. Overnight
pioneer camping programs and day trips also allow campers to
explore the world outside Onas. Camp Onas is rooted in the
Quaker values of simplicity, peace, equality, and community, and
aims to provide kids with a fun and memorable summer home
and lifelong friends. Eight to nine campers live with counselors
under the stars in the sleeping tents and pavilions, and boys
and girls live on separate sides of camp, each with their own
modern shower house. The rest of camp life is co-ed, including
family style Dining Hall meals and camp-wide events. One-week
sessions are also available to help ease younger campers into
being away from home.
camponas.org
Program Dates:
Session 1: June 22 - July 5
Session 2: July 6 - July 19,
Session 3: July 20 – August 2,
Session 4: August 3 – August 16

SUMMER CAMP GUIDE
DAY CAMPS
14TH STREET Y
Manhattan, NY
14streety.org
AVIATOR SPORTS
Brooklyn, NY
aviatorcamps.com
BACKPACKS &
BINOCULARS
Brooklyn, NY
backpacksandbinoculars.com

BEANSPROUTS
Brooklyn, NY
beansproutsnurseryschool.com
BRAINY ACADEMY
Brooklyn, NY
brainyacademyny.com
BROOKLYN ARTS
EXCHANGE
Brooklyn, NY
youth.bax.org
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BROOKLYN ARTS FOR
KIDS
Brooklyn, NY
brooklynartsforkids.com
BROOKLYN BEANSTALK
Brooklyn, NY
brooklynbeanstalk.com
BROOKLYN BOULDERS
Brooklyn, NY
brooklynboulders.com

BROOKLYN
CONSERVATORY OF
MUSIC
Brooklyn, NY
bqcm.org
BROOKLYN CRAFT FARM
Brooklyn, NY
brooklyncraftfarm.com
BROOKLYN CULTURAL
ADVENTURES PROGRAM
Brooklyn, NY
bklynpubliclibrary.org/bcap

SUMMER CAMP GUIDE
BROOKLYN DANCE
FOUNDRY
Brooklyn, NY
brooklyndanceproject.com
BROOKLYN GAME LAB
Brooklyn, NY
brooklyngamelab.com
BROOKLYN PLAYERS
Brooklyn, NY
brooklynplayers.com
BROOKLYN ROBOT
FOUNDRY
Brooklyn, NY
brooklynrobotfoundry.com
BROOKLYN STARS
Brooklyn, NY
bk-stars.com
THE BROOKLYN
STRATEGIST
Brooklyn, NY
thebrooklynstrategist.com
BUTTER BEANS FOOD &
GARDEN SUMMER CAMP
Brooklyn, NY
butterbeanskitchen.com
CAMP HALF-BLOOD
Brooklyn, NY
camphalfbloodbklyn.com
CAMP INTREPID
Manhattan, NY
intrepidmuseum.org
CAMP OLYMPIA
Brooklyn, NY
campolympiany.com
CBE CONGREGATION
BETH ELOHIM
Brooklyn, NY
congregationbethelohim.org
CHILD’S PLAY NY
Brooklyn, NY
childsplayny.com
CHOICE SCHOLARS
DAY SCHOOL
Brooklyn, NY
choicescholars.com

CONSTRUCTION KIDS
Brooklyn, NY
constructionkids.com
THE CO-OP SCHOOL
Brooklyn, NY
thecoopschool.com
DANCEWAVE
Brooklyn, NY
dancewave.org
ENGINEERING FOR KIDS
Brooklyn, NY
engineeringforkids.net
FASTRACKIDS
Brooklyn, NY
fastrackids.com
FREE SPIRITS MUSIC
Brooklyn, NY
freespiritsmusic.com
FOOD ART FOR KIDS
Brooklyn, NY
foodartforkids.com
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Summer Theatre
Workshops
Ages 7 - 17
June 30 - July 26
www.pipertheatre.org

PIPERTHEATRE.ORG

Building Community through Drama

HOMAGE BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, NY
homagebrooklyn.com
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
OF BROOKLYN
Brooklyn, NY
isbrooklyn.org
JUGUEMOS A CANTAR
Brooklyn, NY
juguemos.org

At the Old Stone House & Washington Park

KIM’S KIDS SUMMER
CAMP
Brooklyn, NY
kimskidscamp.com
KINGS BAY Y
Brooklyn, NY
kingsbayy.org
LANGO
Brooklyn, NY
langokidsnyc.com
LIU CHILDREN’S
ACADEMY SUMMER
CAMP
Brooklyn, NY
liu.edu

CAMP GOWANEE

WEEKLY MULTI-ARTS DAY CAMPS
SEPARATE PROGRAMS FOR PRE-K ¥ K-1 ¥ 7-12 YEAR OLDS
ASK ABOUT OUR "JUNIOR COUNSELOR" PROGRAM FOR AGES 13-15

748 UNION STREET, BKLYN, NY 11215 ¥ 718.408.3234 ¥ SPOKETHEHUB.ORG
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SUMMER CAMP GUIDE
MARK MORRIS
DANCE GROUP
Brooklyn, NY
markmorrisdancegroup.org

PROSPECT PARK ZOO
EDUCATION
Brooklyn, NY
prospectparkzoo.com

NY K!DS CLUB
Brooklyn, Queens, &
Manhattan, NY
nykidsclub.com

SPOKE THE HUB
Brooklyn, NY
spokethehub.org

PARK EXPLORERS
Brooklyn, NY
parkexplorers.com
THE PARK SLOPE
DAY CAMP
Brooklyn, NY
parkslopedaycamp.com
PIPER THEATRE
PRODUCTIONS
Brooklyn, NY
pipertheatre.org
PIXEL ACADEMY
Brooklyn, NY
pixelacademy.org

STREB
Brooklyn, NY
streb.org
SHIBLEY DAY CAMP
Brooklyn, NY
shibleydaycamp.com
TEXTILE ARTS CENTER
Brooklyn, NY
textileartscenter.com
TINKERGARTEN
Brooklyn, NY
tinkergarten.com
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URBAN MARTIAL ARTS
Brooklyn, NY
urbandojo.com

CAMP ONAS
Bucks County, PA
camponas.org

OVERNIGHT CAMPS

CAMP WEKEELA
Hartford, ME
campwekeela.com

BEAM CAMP
Strafford, NY
beamcamp.com
BERKSHIRE HILLS
EISENBERG CAMP
Copake, NY
bhecamp.org
CAMP EAGLE HILL
Elizaville, NY
campeaglehill.com
CAMP KODIAK
Ontario, CA
campkodiak.com
CAMP MED-O-LARK
Washington, ME
medolark.com

EDEN VILLAGE CAMP
Putnam Valley, NY
edenvillagecamp.org
PINEMERE CAMP
Stroudsburg, PA
pinemere.com
WINDSOR MOUNTAIN
INTERNATIONAL
SUMMER CAMP
Windsor NH
windsormountain.org
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A group of teachers looking to teach yoga as a subtle and steady practice of
becoming awake and embodied.
Rooted in Iyengar yoga, a shared primary training and inspiration.
Deep attention to alignment and the manner in which poses are done.
A rejection of the hierarchical system in which the teacher is the sole authority.
A spirit of interdependence, curious and playful as we all learn together.

yogasana center
yoga & alexander technique

118 Third Avenue, 2nd floor, between Wyckoff/St. Mark’s Place & Bergen
Brooklyn, NY 11217
718-789-7255 | yogasanacenter.com
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BENDING TOWARD BROOKLYN

YOGA & KIDS

I

“People ask me, ‘Can kids do yoga?’” says April Cantor, who teaches
tots at Bend & Bloom. “And I say, ‘They already do!’”

n fact, yoga is a natural for kids, from the obvious Child’s Pose
(balasana), Happy Baby (ananda balasana, meaning blissful
baby) on to Down and Up Dog, which, as anyone watching
infants and toddlers knows, are movements kids do as they develop.
“They’re teaching me,” says April. “I see these one- to threeyear-olds doing cobra or downward dog without even a thought.
When I say there’s a name for what they do, I see them light up.”
Appealing to children’s universal love of animals are Frog, Lion,
Cat, Cow, and Dolphin. These poses come from nature, and kids
arrive in our lives trailing the vines and leaves of the wild behind
them. As they grow, yoga provides an outlet for their explosive
energy and has much to offer the young mind and body.
Kid-friendly Brooklyn has a breadth of classes bringing this
ancient practice into all phases of a child’s life. New parents aching
for a little exercise can find Mommy & Me classes at several studios
in the Slope, and as children’s needs evolve, there are classes for
every age, from tots to tweens to teens. On Saturdays, there are
several studios where a whole family can jump into practice
together.
With yoga, kids learn to manage their bodies and develop

strength, coordination, flexibility, and courage. They refine their
observation skills as they learn yoga’s range of twists, bends, and
balances. Taught by dynamic, inventive teachers with varied
backgrounds in dance, fitness, and theater, yoga can appeal to
their imaginations. They can also learn the power of silence, with
simple ways to calm the mind—coping skills from which we can
all benefit.
From my years of teaching nursery school and dance to kids,
I know that when you teach children, whatever the subject—clay,
guitar, art, ceramics, math, writing, or dance—you’re teaching
values. Yoga, with its roots in contemplation and guidelines for
attitudes and personal conduct, articulates those values. The
philosophy inherent in yoga practice really can work for all ages.
Jennifer Brilliant’s studio on the ground floor of her brownstone
on Carroll Street has brightly colored walls painted on one side with
the sun, on the other, the moon. The day I observed two classes,
teacher Sarah Seely had just returned from a trip to Barbados
where she had tried something completely new: surfing! Building
her class around its elements, she asked the kids what might be
required for this challenging sport, and they answered: balance,

By Joan Arnold | Photography by Barry Blumenfeld
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determination, stability, focus, confidence, and calm. Balance on
moving water, courage to do something new, determination to
persist through an awkward beginning, and observation of the
movements of the ocean.
Grouped in pairs, each child came up behind a partner and
gave a gentle shove. The foot that came forward as the partner
lost and regained balance determined which one should lead on
the surfboard. Sarah then broke down the activity into its moving
parts: paddling out, with each child’s mat doubling as his or her
own board; up dog (urdhva mukha svanasana) to watch and sense
the coming wave, a twist as you follow that wave and align the
board to the surf, and then a jump from up dog to standing on both
legs at once—a tough move. I watched their ragged first attempts
smooth out until there they were, ready to ride the wave. From
this, they can see how yoga isn’t some group of arbitrary positions
you do indoors, but a functional vocabulary alive in a real sport.
Yoga classes are a great opportunity to develop confidence.
Sarah led a discussion among the teens. “What have you tried,”
she asked, “that first was scary, then got easier, and then was fun?”
One talked about diving, another about the terrors of sleepaway
camp, another about swimming with sharks in France. Heavens,
these Brooklynites are world travelers.
There were plenty of physical challenges in Sarah’s warm-up—
five squats on one leg, holding boat pose—navasana, an abdominal
feat—for a long series of counts. “This has nothing to do with
surfing,” said one boy. A girl collapsed on the floor. Another
protested, “My arms hurt.” Jennifer assisted, offering individual
attention to focus a kid who’s distracted or needs extra help. A
cell phone rang; someone didn’t turn hers off. Whatever the age, a
teacher of children is defying entropy, the barely contained chaos
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that presses against the boundaries of every classroom. Against
those odds, these teenagers learn to practice bramacharya—
impulse control—an element essential to the harmony of the
group.
Toddlers have no clue about a group. “They’re going to wander,”
says April, “and anyone teaching tots has to be okay with a little bit
of chaos.” She reels them in with music, giving them flight paths
for their energy. “We’ll make our arms like airplanes and fly to one
part of the room. Then we fly in triangle pose, because that’s how
pilots fly their planes. Sequences are really creative movement.
We can do a whole vinyasa flow.”
What a child absorbs in a yoga class may not seem obvious. All
these teachers mentioned the indirect way children integrate what
they’ve learned. “Even when you think they’re not really paying
attention or haven’t quite grabbed it,” said Sarah, “something pops
out of their mouths later, and I can see they’ve absorbed a lot. I’m
so proud and inspired when I realize, ‘Oh you were listening.’”
The same is true of the tiny yogis. April builds her drop-in classes
at Bend & Bloom to include the parents and caregivers who
accompany the kids to class. She tells them not to worry if their
children don’t seem to be participating. Most often, “they want
to observe it first,” she says. “Then they go home, remember it,
and do the whole class.” When parents return, they tell her, “You
know, you’re right. Just before bed, they want to do yoga to help
themselves calm down.”
Among yoga’s essential tools are conscious breath and
meditation. One teenager at Jennifer’s studio said she uses
meditation to calm her nerves before a test; another waiting
nervously with her cast members backstage before a dance
performance shared a few minutes of quiet meditation and said,

acupuncture

and Healing Arts of Park Slope

RADIANT HEALTH
can be yours with the right support

Acupuncture Works

helene kostre

L.Ac./M.S.

Pain, Stress, Digestion, Asthma,
Fatigue PMS, Sinus, Fertility,
Headaches, Immune and more…
ALSO OFFERING

718 965 9458
W W W. PA R KS LO PEA CUPUN CT UR E.CO M
S E RV I N G T H E C O M M U N I T Y S I N C E 1990

Nutrition Response Testing
Individualized nutrition designed
just for you. Choosing specific
whole food supplements which
allow your body to repair itself and
become healthier.
PERSONALIZED CARE
IN A RELAXED ATMOSPHERE

“It actually really helped.”
To teach kids about breath, April will produce a pinwheel for
them to blow. “I’ll use feathers so they can watch the feathers
dance in the wind they make. They start to understand the
elements—earth, water, wind—and how they’re part of this earth,
part of nature.”
Believe it or not, when their imagination is engaged, little
children can learn to meditate. Everyone in April’s class wanted
to be a car when the theme was transportation. So, at the end, she
said, “Okay, let’s be the best parked cars we can be. We turn off our
engines, we keep breathing. We close our doors, we shut off our
headlights—we close our eyes—and when I ring the bell, I’m going
to count to ten or fifteen, and all you have to do as a well-parked
car is to breathe softly and to listen to my counts.’” They may sit
with their eyes closed for ten seconds. Sometimes she’ll make it up
to thirty or sixty. Over a few years, she can get these little ones to
sit in meditation for up to a minute and a half, which is more than
some of us grownups can do.
All these teachers aim to convey compassion to their students.
“Kindness and respect is paramount,” said Sarah. “When you’re a
kid, it’s so easy to be in the sphere of your own experience. But I
want them to know how their actions affect those around them. I
tell them to pay attention. It’s not just about your phone and what
your friends are up to. There’s a lot more going on in the world.”
On the tot level, April has an age-appropriate way to teach
about compassion. “I did a class on dinosaurs,” she recalls, “and
I brought out a stuffed T-Rex that looks kind of mean, very fierce.
Some kids were afraid of the doll, so they’d hug it and pass it on.
And I said, ‘Sometimes someone who’s acting mean and looks
mean needs some kindness. They really just need a hug and, and

their real self will come out.’ And they get it, even at that age.”
“What’s most important to me,” said Jennifer Brilliant, who
has offered kids classes at her studio the Park Slope for ten years,
“is that they learn to like themselves, that they see how they can
improve over time, in their own body, their own mind. I want
them to learn how to treat others, but also develop a deeper
relationship with themselves.”
Kids’ classes look different from those for adults. They may have
songs, dancing, animals, sports, and games, but the underlying
elements are all there. Observing kids’ classes and talking with
their teachers has shown me—as a lifelong practitioner and yoga
teacher—how yoga can both ease and empower us in each phase of
our walk through life. u

YOGA & KIDS Park Slope Resources
Bend & Bloom
708 Sackett Street | bendandbloom.com/kids-program
Jaya Yoga Center
1626 8th Avenue | jayayogacenter.com/kids
Jennifer Brilliant Yoga & Personal Training
732-A Carroll Street | jenniferbrilliant.com/kids
GoGo Babies
61 Tompkins Place | gogobabies.net
SoulShine.Life
5 Stratford Road, St. 3 | soulshinelife.com.
Yogasana Center
118 3rd Avenue | yogasanacenter.com/yogasana-kids
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THE READER INTERVIEW

LINDSEY J. PALMER
FROM MASTHEAD
TO HEAD
OF THE CLASS

Photo by Allen J. Palmer

by Nancy Lippincott

In 2011 Lindsey Palmer left her eight-year career in women’s magazine publishing to pursue a
brand new career in education. In the final year, she wrote Pretty in Ink, a fictionalized tale of the
anxieties, drama, and high-stakes world of recession-era consumer magazines. We sat down with
the Park Slope native to discuss her big career transition and debut novel.
Park Slope Reader: How did you get into publishing?
Leslie Palmer: Since I was little I always loved reading. That
includes everything: books, magazines, anything I could get my
hands on. And when I was in college I did a couple internships
in book publishing. They were okay, but I felt they were a little
too slow for me and making me not like to read books. They
essentially gave me the slush pile, and so I found myself having
to write rejection letter after rejection letter. I was like, you
know what? I really want to keep books sacred, and so let me
try magazines instead. The pace suited me better. I hit up my
alumni network at Penn, and a senior editor at Glamour had
gone to Penn and taken me under her wing. So I did that for
eight years.

What was your trajectory?
I spent most of my years at Redbook, then at Glamour, and
worked my way in the traditional way right up the masthead.
You decided at one point to leave—what prompted that
decision?
As you can probably tell from the book, there’s a lot that I
loved about the industry and a lot that I didn’t. And after a while,
I just found that I wanted to try something new. As the recession
raged on and there was competition from blogs and all sorts of
free content online, my job became less about being an editor
and more about being a brand manager. As you see from the
characters in the book, there was more and more pressure for me
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to use my personal Facebook and Twitter accounts to promote
every single thing we did at the magazine. It wasn’t why I got into
it in the first place.
What motivated you to transition to education?
I’d always thought about teaching. The summer after college
I taught writing at an arts camp in Vermont. I found that when I
was twenty-one and my students were seventeen and eighteen, I
was way too close in age and not mature enough to be a teacher. So
I thought, let’s put this on the back burner for a while.
It seemed like a way to work on the stuff I loved about
magazines. I loved working with writers and helping them
improve their story ideas. That was my idealized version of
what it was like working with students. One of the other things
I liked about working at magazines is that you reach such a large
audience … but I didn’t know any of these people. When you are
a teacher you have many fewer people you are reaching on any
given day, but they are people
you start to get to know. I felt
like that was something that I
wanted. I didn’t really know
what I was in for.
Obviously they are two
different
worlds—Were
there any major differences
that made it difficult to
adjust?
Yes! Any workplace, as
you know, is its own world.
And that’s what really
motivated me to write this
book. The place felt like its
own character. This was such
a crazy world to work in, and
everyday I would think, What
is going on here?!
Working in the New
York City public school
system is sort of the same,
mammoth What is going on
here?! Inherently I knew
that working for a public
institution would be different
than working for a glitzy
magazine. I never had to
buy a toiletry in eight years!
It was just always around—
free food, free clothes, free
coffee—I hardly went to
stores at all.
And then you arrive at a
public school. I had to buy
my own paper to make my
own photocopies. Now I feel
what I am doing on a daily
basis, though, is really challenging and I love it. No one goes into
teaching for the glitz and glamor of it.
When did you start writing Pretty in Ink?
I wrote it in 2011. It was the kind of thing that had been in
the back of my head for a long time. By the time I finally sat
down to write it, it went very quickly. I also wrote it when I knew
I was leaving. I worried that if I spent so much time thinking
through this world in a fictional way that I wouldn’t be able to see
it freshly. It was sort of a farewell for me.
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Each chapter of the book takes on the perspective of a single
character on the masthead. Are these characters based on
actual people you know, or are they archetypes?
There are definitely some real-life moments in there. Things
certainly happened where I thought, This is too good to be true; I
have to write this down! But they’re certainly not based on real
people. I’ve always had very mixed feelings about this world, and
each character funnels an attitude I had at one point. I think they
are more archetypal. If you ask somebody to free associate with
women’s magazines they will mention all these different kinds of
attitudes.
Print magazines have been struggling the most in recent
years. The “bottom line” puts a lot of pressure on everyone,
and you build your story around this conflict. Do you see
any hope, or will things only get more competitive in
publishing?
That’s a good question
… Here’s the thing: I don’t
think print magazines will
ever disappear. It’s such a
unique experience to just sit
there with a paper magazine.
It’s different from reading
something online, and it’s
different than reading a
book. There was a big push
three or so years ago to move
magazines to tablets. But it
didn’t go anywhere because it’s
really not the same experience
as flipping through. I can’t see
that disappearing entirely.
I think in the future,
instead of twenty women’s
magazines there will be five.
Some will get weeded out.
The most creative brands
will find new ways to reach
people. New magazines are
still being launched. My very
first boss at Redbook is now
the editor-in-chief of Dr. Oz
Magazine, which just came
out last month, and they sold
out every issue! There is still
interest.
Has your approach to
writing changed since
leaving the industry?
In some ways writing for
magazines was really helpful
because you learn how to
write on a deadline. If you
have X amount of stories to
write every week you just do it—you can’t be precious about it.
But when you write for the same brand, you start to internalize
that voice because you have to. I did find it nice to get some
distance and think, Okay, what’s my voice? I can have some more
serious sections, and not everything has to end in a punch and
a headline.
Also, now that I teach creative writing to high school students,
it’s very interesting for me to go back to basics. How does a story
arc work? How do you develop a character? How do you build
dialogue? It’s very interesting to think about again, even if you’ve
been doing it for a while.
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What have you learned about yourself through this process?
I realized how much I like a challenge. It’s fun to switch
things up and try something new. I think when you’re trying
something new you have fresh eyes. Towards the end of working
for magazines I began to feel a little like I was on autopilot. I feel
like everyday in my classroom now—even though there are days
when I feel like I am a total failure—it’s still interesting, and I can
go home and think, What can I do differently tomorrow? There
are still days when I wake up and think, What the hell have I
done?! But that’s okay. It’s made me less scared to try something
new.
While Pretty in Ink certainly highlights the drama of the
magazine industry—even pokes fun at it—there is this
undercurrent of love that comes through. You dedicated an
entire novel to it, afterall. Do you miss it?
Yeah, I do. In 2008 I got to report on the Republican and
Democratic National Conventions and hear Obama’s speech at
Mile High Stadium. I got to be the person speaking to America.
Working for a huge brand, you can tap into opportunities.
I also really miss everyone. Everyone—with very few
exceptions—who works at magazines are incredibly creative and
interesting people who have a lot going for them. I’m glad that
you picked up on that because I was really trying to convey a
mixed picture. u
Catch Lindsey Palmer on April 15th at Housing Works Bookstore
Cafe in Manhattan, and on April 21st at Symposia Bookstore in
Hoboken, NJ.

BROOKLYN
Established 1997
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• Custom Framing •
• Print / Art Sales •

142 5th Ave / 718 399-6613
www.brooklynframeworks.com
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Roses, Sweet Peas, Hydrangea...whether you want
them to carry down the aisle at your wedding,
fill your favorite vase, or plant in that sunny spot
in your garden...Call a Zuzu
www.zuzuspetalsbrooklyn.com
zuzusparkslope@aol.com

Growing things since 1971

374 Fifth Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11215
718-638-0918
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REPORTING FROM A BAR IN BROOKLYN

THE STORYTELLER
OF SHIMOKITAZAWA PART 2
The account of the Storyteller of Shimokitazawa
continues in Park Slope, Brooklyn: The Sock Man

T

wo detectives, one a Sufi mystical Muslim and the other
a Zen Buddhist, find themselves together searching for a
criminal who has murdered a number of speleologists
inside caves of London and Tokyo respectively. The criminal
whose name is Bertrand Folville eludes the detectives in Tokyo
( PS Reader #46) and escapes to the seedy streets of Park Slope,
Brooklyn…
The two detectives realized that they had to go to the caves
north of Tokyo where the Hyakuana tombs are located. There,
they found the dead bodies of two speleologists. An avalanche
of rocks had fallen on them. They were members of the French
Federation of Speleology. One of them, Olivier Gaultier was
related to Eduard- Alfred Martel, the father of modern speleology.
Olivier’s deceased partner, Vincent Roux,was a well-known caver.
He had no academic credentials in the field, but he had created an
impressive cave cartography of the Cloaca Maxima in Rome.
Detective Nishiyama asked de Ockam if he had seen the drawing
on the wall next to the dead bodies. De Ockam said he had. The
drawing was of eight apples. Two of them had been erased. They
immediately realized that the apple referred to New York City.
There were now six speleologists alive and one of them was the
criminal. The walls of the cave also had an “enso” symbol. After
making arrangements with New York City Police Department,
they flew to New York where they met detective Éamon Borchard
de Valera who gave them tips about the Park Slope underworld,
including Jackie’s bar.
During the flight from Tokyo to NYC the two detectives learned
that they were both avid readers of detective stories. They pondered
about the meaning of good and evil and discussed the meaning of
evil as far as: Moriarty from the Final problem, Barabbas from the
Jew from Malta, Claudius from Hamlet, Mr. Kurtz from the Heart
of Darkness. They also discussed Yoji Shimadas and his book, The
Tokyo Zodiac Murders. Both agreed that deductive reasoning
would always lead to a logical solution. Death and the Compass by
Borges proved otherwise, said Nishiyama. The end of Borges’ story
always vexed him. De Ockam also confessed that he was autistic.
He told Nishiyama that he used words he only understood. Words
like: goree, shomping kot, shalupu, peeku, pumpy, bumpy, beeku.
Shomping kot, for instance, was a word meant to re-create a
situation, to make an arrest or to confuse or distract.
Jackie’s bar in Park Slope was out of step with the times and
the changing neighborhood. The bar’s patrons also knew this.
One of them was Docteur Edouard Colson, an eminent French
scholar who had been deported to the United States. His crime

was exposing in Les Temps Modernes that the French government
was spying on its citizens. He also accused the French government
of making Paris a Disneyworld for tourists. His punishment was
expulsion from France, and they condemned him to sell baguettes
for the rest of his life in one of the French cafes in Park Slope. The
doctor acquiesced without complaint. On his free days he was
allowed by the DCRI (French police) to go to Jackie’s bar, where
he would sit with a bucket of a dozen “pony” beers that were on
sale for ten dollars. As part of his sentence, he wasn’t allowed to
attend what the neighborhood called “nice” restaurants, like Café
Dada, Al Di La, Convivium, Fonda, Talde, Applewood, Stone Park
Café, or Palo Santo. McDonald’s was acceptable and so was Le Pain
Quotidien, where he was allowed to eat out on weekends, including
Bastille day. On those days he wrote a satire (his vindication) to
describe the people he saw moving to Park Slope. It was titled
the “Trust Fund Babies and their Search for the Perfect Brie and
Baguette.” His satire was also about changes happening in Paris
where his beloved café, Les Deux Magots, had been hijacked by
tourists.
Roberto Grimaldi was also another regular at Jackie’s. Roberto
was a tall man who had an “intellectual” look about him. He was
not an intellectual even though he frequently carried a book along
with him. He was a former rodeo clown in Monaco, but Roberto
had illusions about being a gigolo in New York City. Now in
Brooklyn, he thought being a gigolo would help him escape from
what he called “a rat’s life.” Born in Monaco, he never progressed

By Vicente Revilla | Illustration by Christian Dellavedova
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VIOLIN LESSONS
Learn to play the violin with Cody Geil,
a professional violinist and teacher with over
13 years of teaching experience.
All ages are welcome and a variety of musical
genres taught…including improvisation.
Excellent references!

www.codygeil.com

codygeil@gmail.com
917-626-6382

Rinat Lustig, LCSW
P S YC H O T H E R A P I S T

The sky is the limit to what you can accomplish in your life.
Many of the limits stem from past experiences and their lasting effects.
Would you want to let go, leave behind what limits you, and go on?
Call
all or email now for a free consultation
718.419.0215 | rinat99@gmail.com

These Chinese arts have been shown
to promote balance, coordination, bone
and joint health…and inner balance.
For Class schedule and other info…

psychotherapy and psychoanalysis in English and Hebrew

taichiinparkslope.com
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L o ca te d a t Emilia 's Pla ce

718.788.2624

Lois Abramchik, L.C.S.W.
Psychotherapist

“And the day came when the risk to remain
tight in a bud was more painful than
the risk it took to blossom.”
C A L L NOW F OR A N O FE E CONSULTAT ION!

Convenient
Park Slope
Location

Children
Adults
Couples

Integrative
Holistic
Approach



Relax, center and take care of yourself



Over 20 years of experience



Specializing in deep tissue, prenatal
and medical massage

Call or email today for an appointment!
435 Court Street, Brooklyn 11231, N.Y.
Phone: +1 917-285-4931
E-mail: info@providencedayspa.com
Web: www.providencedayspa.com
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Is Your Advisor
a Fiduciary?
If you are unsure, ask your Advisor.
Or better yet,
for your family's protection,
have them sign a fiduciary oath.
Photo by Virginia L. S. Freire

fi•du•ci•aryA Financial Advisor
held to a Fiduciary
Standard occupies
a position of
special trust and
confidence when
working with a
client. As a fiduciary, the Financial
Advisor is required to act with undivided
loyalty to the client. This includes
disclosure of how the Financial Advisor is
to be compensated and any corresponding
conflicts of interest.
FIDUCIARY OATH

The advisor shall exercise his/her best efforts to
act in good faith and in the best interests of the
client. The advisor shall provide written
disclosure to the client prior to the engagement
of the advisor, and thereafter throughout the
term of the engagement, of any conflicts of
interest which will or reasonably may compromise
the impartiality or independence of the advisor.
The advisor, or any party in which the advisor
has financial interest, does not receive any
compensation or other remuneration that is
contingent on any client's purchase or sale
of a financial product. The advisor does not
receive a fee or other compensation from
another party based on the referral of a client
or the client's business.

B REWSTER F INANCIAL P LANNING LLC
641 President Street, Suite 102
Brooklyn, NY 11215
646.249.9880
info@brewsterfp.com
www.brewsterfp.com
Helping Individuals Create and Preserve WealthTM
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beyond being a petty thief. At Jackie’s he kept his past to himself
and dreamed about a wealthy American woman who would help
him get a green card to a better life. The regulars at Jackie’s listened
to him but never understood the difference between Monaco and
Morocco. To make things worse, Docteur Edouard called Monaco
a big Atlantic City with yachts. Roberto’s dates usually ended with
him sitting alone at Jackie’s or eating a burger at 4 a.m. at 7th
Avenue Donuts & Luncheonette.
Both detectives walked down 5th Avenue and found Jackie’s. This
is what the detectives saw at the bar: Docteur Edouard was talking
to Roberto. A woman called Stacy was sitting holding hands with a
man named Peter. Both of them had scars in their faces and looked
uncomfortable when they noticed the two detectives. The regulars
sitting at the bar counter had names like Shane, Steve, Justin, Pat,
Alma, Finnette, Sophia, Luisa . . .there was also a woman sitting
alone named Hanna who appeared to be rehearsing for a play. A
Mexican man was also drinking a beer and a shot of tequila at the
same time. His name was Mictlantecuhtli. People at the bar called
him Miguel. According to rumors, Miguel never talked because
he lost his tongue in a knife fight back in his native Tlaxcala. A
woman named Kristin was singing a Latin song titled “Sali Porque
Sali.” A bartender, whose name was Cristobal Queens, had a few
fingers missing, looked at the detectives, and spat on the floor. He
asked them in a hostile voice what they wanted. De Ockam asked
for a shot of whisky, and Nishiyama asked for a Pony beer. They
sat down next to a table where two men were playing chess. One
was Jason Mavromoustafakis-Banakas—The Sock Man—but was
also called a techie for a series of cloud computing thefts he had
committed. For that, he had spent thirty years in jail. Now he sold
socks and knew the Park Slope underworld better than anyone.
He looked to be in his seventies, fragile and shaky. He lived by the
Gowanus Canal and alleged that the folks at Jackie’s were mutated
fish who had emerged from its contaminated waters. Their mission
was to conquer the world. Jason was playing The Professor, a
name given to him for the theft he had committed at a Boston Art
Museum. The Professor and his partner Pat “The Weasel” Robles
were counterfeit art criminals specializing in selling online fake
Picassos, Dalis, and Vermeers.
The game between the professor and Jason was, according to
Nishiyama, identical to the game of Capablanca vs. Lasker, a classic
Queen’s gambit declined, 1. d4 d5 2. c4 e6 . . . “Never have fear in
your heart,” one of the players said. The Professor suddenly made
a gesture to his partner Pat that was noticed by the tongueless
man. Pat was indeed trying to help his friend, The Professor. The
tongueles guy, who was a friend of The Sock Man, took a dagger as
a woman entered the bar. She told the tongueless guy, “Tranquilo.”
She was a beautiful woman who looked like a model. Her name
was Sophie but known by the Gowanus Canal mutant fish as La
Muñeca Diabolica. Sophie spoke fluent Spanish, Catalan, and
French. She was reputed to be a high-class French prostitute, drug
dealer, and poet. She recited a poem written by Sor Juana Ines de
la Cruz (1651-1695), “Silly, you men—so very adept/at wrongly
faulting womankind/ not seeing you’re alone to blame for faults
you plant in woman’s mind.” The tongueless man was one of her
bodyguards.
Nishiyama took advantage of the situation and told The Sock
Man that he was a detective looking for a one-eyed man named
Bertrand Folville. After buying all the remaining socks and paying
some extra money, he got some information. Folville was a regular
at Jackie’s. As the detectives left the bar, Kristin was singing an
old song titled “encadenados.” Docteur Edouard looked pensive.
Roberto, who was reading a book titled How the French Invented

Love by Marilyn Yalom Hanna, was laughing out loud. La Muñeca
was dancing, and a woman named Emily K—another mutant fish—
was reciting her own poem: “There has been enough torture with
the sword, at the cusp/a girl’s mirage hanging in a tin bedroom,
also world. The bedroom is made of tin to stop the lid closing,
breathing-in fucking velvet way, no wings. Flies stick, stoning/
Their black thin arms rub like prayers/or eating death caressed
by soap-bar, cares/All ungrateful weirdos, stick, un-bitch:/In gifts
there is unbeaten foam, rich for cleansing mouth.”
Based on the information given by the sock man, the detectives
decided to travel to the caves called the Howe Caverns. When they
got there they found three people dead, shot at point-blank range.
One speleologist murdered was the famous Lithuanian scholar
named Giedrius Vytautas, who had written articles proving that
women were pioneers as ancient cave painters. Vytautas studies
were based on research done in Spain’s caves of Altamira, El
Castillo, and Tito Bustillo. The other two cave scholars were Wayra
Anslot-Deschanel who had conducted extensive research in La
Chincana Grande in Cusco, Peru. The other man was a South
African speleologist named Frikkie Saartjie who was writing a
definitive work about the influence of South Africa’s Sterkfontein
Caves on our understanding of early human remains. The meaning
of hominid evolution was at the center of his studies. The enso
symbol was also on one of the walls as well as the word chincana.
Nishiyama knew the meaning of the word chincana. It was a
cave near the place where he was born. A plane took the detectives
to Cusco, Perú. 
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